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A new “tandem mass analyzer” is described. Two quadrupole mass filters are operated in
series. Each is operated at low resolution and a small mass offset is introduced between the
two quadrupoles so that the pair operate together to give higher resolution. The resolution of
the tandem analyzer can be changed by changing the mass offset. The transmission is highest
when the quadrupoles are operated as close together as possible with the poles aligned, with
no intervening ion lens, and with the radio frequency (rf) voltages phase locked. A phase shift
between the rf voltages applied to the quadrupoles also improves the ion transmission. For a
given resolution the tandem analyzer has transmission comparable to that of a single
quadrupole. Results obtained with operation of the quadrupoles in the first, second, and third
stability regions are described. Operation in the third stability region is particularly advanta-
geous because the tandem analyzer exhibits good abundance sensitivity on the low and high
mass sides under conditions where a single quadrupole produces a long peak tail on at least
one side. It is also shown that scattering losses in the tandem analyzer are about half of those
of a conventional quadrupole. The results suggest that it may be possible to build a low cost
tandem analyzer that has relatively poor mechanical precision and yet that produces satisfactory
peak shape and resolution. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 1999, 10, 1053–1066) © 1999 American
Society for Mass Spectrometry
Quadrupoles have become the most widely usedmass analyzers in mass spectrometry. As de-
scribed by Dawson, this is because of their light
weight, purely electronic scanning, linear mass scale,
and apparent simplicity [1]. Nevertheless, quadrupoles
have some well known limitations. If it is necessary to
mass analyze high energy ions, peaks can tail on the
high and low mass sides. This limitation can be partially
overcome by operation of quadrupoles in higher stabil-
ity regions [2]. A more fundamental limitation is that
the quadrupole rod assembly must be manufactured to
very high precision. A low precision rod set has field
imperfections that limit resolution and lead to structure
on a peak [1].
In this article we describe a novel tandem quadru-
pole mass analyzer that has the potential to overcome
these limitations. Two quadrupoles are placed in series
and each quadrupole is operated at low resolution. The
combination can be operated to produce resolution
higher than that of either of the individual quadrupoles.
Because the individual quadrupoles are operated at low
resolution, high resolution with good peak shape is not
necessary, and the mechanical precision requirements
are reduced. The tandem mass analyzer can also be
operated to reduce peak tailing under conditions where
the individual analyzers have significantly broadened
peaks. The work here was done with an inductively
coupled plasma (ICP) ion source, but the method is not
limited to ICP-MS.
Operation of two analyzers in tandem to reduce peak
tailing has long been used with magnetic sectors [3].
With quadrupoles there is greater flexibility. The quad-
rupoles can be operated in different stability regions
and at different resolutions. Here we demonstrate how
the resolution of the tandem quadrupole analyzer can
be changed by introducing a small mass shift between
the individual analyzers. Results are given for opera-
tion of the two mass analyzers in the third stability
region with Mathieu parameters (a, q) ’ (3, 3) [1], the
first stability region with (a, q) ’ (0.2, 0.7) and the
second stability region with (a, q) ’ (0.03, 7.55). These
stability regions are shown in Figure 1. It is also shown
that the ion transmission is greatly improved if there is
no ion lens between the quadrupoles and if the quad-
rupoles are placed as close together as possible. The ion
transmission is also greatly improved if the radio fre-
quency (rf) voltage applied to the quadrupoles is phase
locked with a fixed phase shift. The transmission of the
tandem analyzer can be at least as good as a single
quadrupole operated at the same resolution. Even if
poor peak shapes are obtained from the individual
quadrupoles, good peak shape is possible with the
tandem analyzer. Finally, we show that scattering losses
from background gas are somewhat less than that of a
single analyzer operated at the same resolution. Taken
together the results suggest that it may be possible to
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construct a tandem analyzer with relatively low preci-
sion, and hence low cost, that has performance that
equals or exceeds that of a conventional high precision
rod set.
Experimental
The apparatus is similar to that used to study quadru-
pole operation in the third stability region [4] and is
shown in Figure 2. Ions are formed in an ICP and
extracted into vacuum with a three aperture interface
[5]. The ICP, vacuum system and ion optics are de-
scribed in [4]. Ion counting was used for detection and
several scans (typically 10) could be added by the
software (Tune 2.5, SCIEX, Concord, Ontario) in a
multichannel scalar mode to improve the signal to noise
ratio. Two quadrupoles were placed in series and the
spacing between the quadrupoles could be adjusted.
The two quadrupoles were aligned with the positive
poles of the first (the “A” poles) adjacent to the positive
poles of the second and the negative poles of the first
(the “B” poles) adjacent to the negative poles of the
second. In some experiments a single aperture “lens”
was placed between the quadrupoles. The quadrupoles
were 20 cm long and had a field radius, r0, of 6.97 mm.
For scattering experiments, nitrogen was added to the
quadrupole vacuum chamber and the pressure in this
chamber was measured with a capacitance manometer
(MKS type 120, manufacturer’s stated accuracy 0.12% of
reading). Ions from the source have about 3 eV energy.
The ion energy within a quadrupole could be increased
by lowering the rod offset of the quadrupole. Two
separate quadrupole supplies (SCIEX, Concord On-
tario, model API 3) were used, each operated at 1.20
MHz. An external oscillator generated a low level radio
frequency rf voltage that was then used to generate the
high voltage rf output of the supplies. In these supplies,
the output rf is phase locked to the input rf. For some
experiments the output of the oscillator went to the
input of a phase shift circuit. The phase shifter gener-
ated two output rf signals with an adjustable shift of
0–100 deg, lead or lag. These two outputs were used as
inputs to the quadrupole power supplies to allow
investigating the effects of rf phase shifts between the
quadrupoles. The quadrupole power supplies could be
operated conventionally in the first stability region, or
in the second [6] or third regions [4] as described
previously. Generally, operation in the higher stability
regions requires either higher dc or rf voltages applied
to the rods, or a decreased rf frequency, to maintain the
mass range. In these experiments the frequency was
maintained at 1.20 MHz and the mass ranges were
limited as follows: first region, 1030 m/e; third region,
upper tip, 78 m/e; third region, lower tip, 98 m/e; second
region, 95 m/e. The higher stability regions also require
different ratios of rf to dc voltage. Resistive voltage
dividers were added to the quadrupole power supply
control circuits to decrease either the rf or dc voltage for
a given mass command voltage. For operation in the
second region the high voltage dc supplies for the rods
were replaced with new low voltage dc supplies as
described in [6].
In the discussion that follows the first quadrupole is
“Q1” and the second “Q2.” In this paper resolution
(R1/2) refers to resolution at half height m/Dm1/2,
where m is the mass to charge ratio of a peak (m/e) and
Dm1/2 is the full peak width at half height. To obtain a
peak shape from Q1, Q2 was operated in the first
stability region in rf only mode (referred to as “Q2 rf
only”) to act as an ion guide. Similarly, to obtain a peak
shape from Q2, Q1 was operated in rf only mode.
Alternatively either Q1 or Q2 was set at a fixed m/e to
transmit an ion of interest and the other quadrupole
was scanned (referred to as “Q2 set to m/e 5 59.1” for
example). Both these procedures gave very similar peak
shapes for Q1 and Q2. The software used to scan the
quadrupoles and collect spectra was originally de-
Figure 1. The first three stability regions of the quadrupole mass
filter are shown by the dark shaded areas. The Mathieu parame-
ters a and q are given by a 5 (8eU)/(mv2r0
2) and q 5 (4eV)/
(mv2r0
2) where e is the charge on an ion, m is the ion mass, v is the
angular frequency of the rf applied to the quadrupole, r0 is the
field radius of the quadrupole (the distance from the center to an
electrode), U is the magnitude of the dc voltage between an
electrode and ground, and V is the zero to peak rf voltage from an
electrode to ground.
Figure 2. Experimental apparatus: sa, sampling cone; sk, skim-
mer; re, reducer; L, ion lenses; st, stop; Q1, quadrupole one; Q2,
quadrupole two; D, detector.
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signed to run a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer.
To scan Q1 and Q2 together with a mass shift or offset,
the “neutral loss” scan mode was used. A positive
neutral loss means that Q2 is set to a lower mass than
Q1 and a negative neutral loss means Q2 is set to a
higher mass than Q1. In this paper the terms “mass
offset” or “mass shift” are used, where a positive value
means Q2 is set to a lower mass than Q1.
Different mass calibrations were often used on dif-
ferent days. As well, the quadrupoles were often mass
calibrated at one resolution and then operated at a
different resolution for the tandem analyzer. For these
reasons the 59Co1 peaks of Q1 or Q2 do not always
appear at m/e 5 59.0. For the tandem analyzer, the peak
position will vary with the mass calibrations of the
individual quadrupoles, the peak shapes of the individ-
ual quadrupoles and the mass shift between the quad-
rupoles. Therefore the peak position of 59Co1 ions with
the tandem analyzer is often not at 59.0. That is, no
effort was made to mass calibrate the tandem mass
analyzer separately from Q1 and Q2.
Initial experiments to run the quadrupoles in tandem
with no intervening lens were unsuccessful. Each quad-
rupole power supply contains a high Q tank circuit to
generate the high voltage rf. It was found that the rf of
one quadrupole coupled to the other quadrupole power
supply through the stray capacitance between the rod
pairs. For example, if Q1 was operated at a high voltage
and Q2 a low voltage, the rf of Q1 would couple to the
tank circuit of Q2. The feedback and control circuits of
the Q2 power supply were not designed to accommo-
date this and so the quadrupole supply failed. To
overcome this problem, the technique of “neutraliza-
tion,” long used in radio circuits [7], was used. This is
illustrated in Figure 3. The A and B pole pairs of Q1 and
Q2 are shown schematically. When the quadrupoles are
placed close together, there is a capacitance C1 between
the A poles of Q1 and the A poles of Q2. Similarly there
is a capacitance C1 between the B pole pairs. These
couple the rf of Q1 into Q2 (and vice versa). The
quadrupoles are phase locked and the voltage applied
to the A poles of Q1 has the same polarity as the voltage
applied to the A poles of Q2. An additional capacitor
C2, with a value equal to C1 was connected from the B
poles of Q1 to the A poles of Q2. This capacitor couples
a voltage to the A poles of Q2 equal in amplitude to that
which the A poles of Q2 receive from the A poles of Q1.
However the voltage is of opposite polarity. The net
voltage induced on the A poles of Q2 is zero. Similarly
an external capacitor C2 of the same value is connected
between the A poles of Q1 to the B poles of Q2 to
eliminate coupling to the B poles of Q2. With these
additional coupling capacitors the quadrupole power
supplies operated normally.
Results
Overlapping Peaks to Eliminate Peak Tailing
Our initial interest in this tandem analyzer was sparked
by an investigation into operation of a quadrupole in
the third stability region [4]. This stability region has
two operating points, one at the upper tip and the other
at the lower tip. When the ion energy in the mass filter
is low (,10 eV) the peaks have remarkably sharp sides
and the abundance sensitivity is very good [4]. How-
ever at higher ion energies the peaks tail on either the
low or high mass side. For example Figure 4a, b shows
on linear and logarithmic scales the peak shape ob-
tained with 120 eV 59Co1 ions with Q1 operated at the
upper tip of this region (Q2 rf only). The logarithmic
scale is used to conveniently display the peak shape at
levels much less than the peak maximum. The peaks tail
on the high mass side but retain a relatively sharp cutoff
on the low mass side. Figure 4c, d shows on linear and
logarithmic scales the peak shape obtained with 110 eV
ions with Q2 operated at the lower tip (Q1 rf only). Here
the peak has a tail but it is on the low mass side. The
peaks in Figure 4a–d also have some structure attrib-
uted to ion collection effects [8]. This is described below.
It was proposed that operation of two quadrupoles in
tandem with one operated at the upper tip and the
other at the lower tip would eliminate the peak tailing.
Each would provide a sharp cutoff on one side of the
peak. This was found to be the case. Figure 4e, f shows
on linear and logarithmic scales the peak shape ob-
tained from tandem quadrupoles with the first operated
at the upper tip and the second operated at the lower
tip, with 120 eV ions in the first and 110 eV ions in the
second. The peak has comparatively sharp cutoffs on
both sides and the resolution is higher than that of the
individual quadrupoles. The tandem quadrupole sys-
tem improves the peak shape over that of either of the
individual quadrupoles.
Resolution and Mass Offsets
The resolution of a quadrupole mass analyzer is nor-
mally adjusted by changing the ratio of rf to dc voltage
applied to the poles. With two quadrupoles operated in
tandem, the resolution of the pair can be adjusted by
keeping the rf/dc ratio on each constant and by intro-
ducing a mass shift or offset between the quadrupoles.
This section describes how the resolution of two quad-
rupoles operated in tandem can be changed in this way.
Figure 3. Neutralization capacitors C2 connected between oppo-
site pole pairs to eliminate rf coupling through the stray capaci-
tance C1.
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Figure 4. Peak shape of Q1 operated at the upper tip of the third
stability region on (a) linear and (b) logarithmic scales. Peak shape
of Q2 operated at the lower tip of the third stability region on (c)
linear and (d) logarithmic scales. Peak shape obtained with the
tandem analyzer with a mass shift between quadrupoles of 0.1 m/e
on (e) linear and (f) logarithmic scales. The sample was a 1 mg
mL21 Co solution.
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The peak shape of a quadrupole is essentially a
graph of the transmission, T, of the quadrupole for ions
of a fixed mass to charge ratio, m/e, as the applied rf and
dc voltages increase. In the quadrupole power supplies
used here, the rf and dc voltages are proportional to a
control voltage, V1 and V2 for the first and second
quadrupole, respectively. Consider what happens
when two identical quadrupoles are scanned with a
mass shift between them. Figure 5a shows an idealized
peak shape that is obtained if the first quadrupole, Q1,
is scanned alone. There is a range of voltages from a
lower voltage, V1L, to an upper voltage, V1U, for which
ions of a given m/e are transmitted. In Figure 5a the
transmission is shown as ideally 100% over this range,
i.e., there is a rectangular shaped peak. Similarly, Figure
5b shows the transmission for the second quadrupole
vs. its control voltage, V2. If the quadrupoles and power
supplies are identical, then V2L 5 V1L and V2U 5 V1U.
If Q1 and Q2 are scanned together with no mass shift
the combined transmission will be the product of that of
Q1 and Q2 and there will be a rectangular peak with the
same width as that of Figure 5a or 5b.
Now however suppose that Q2 is scanned with a
mass setting slightly lower than that of Q1. As the
control voltages are increased, first Q1 will transmit the
ions (V1 5 V1L) but Q2 will have a mass setting too low
to transmit the ion (V2 , V2L). As the scan continues,
ions are transmitted in Q1, V2 reaches V2L and ions are
transmitted in Q2 as well, and reach the detector. As the
scan continues further, Q1 reaches V1U and ions are no
longer transmitted in Q1, although the voltage on Q2 is
still set to transmit the ions. A narrower peak is pro-
duced. Figure 5c shows the transmission of Q2 vs. V1
(not V2). The transmission window in Q2 is offset from
that in Q1 when expressed in terms of V1. A higher Q1
voltage (V1) is required because Q2 is set to a lower m/e
than Q1. The transmission of Q1 and Q2 is the product
of transmissions in each of Q1 and Q2. This is shown in
Figure 5d. The shaded area indicates where the ion is
transmitted through both Q1 and Q2. There is a nar-
rower range of V1 (or V2) so that the peak width is
reduced.
The above discussion is for idealized rectangular
peaks. If the peaks have more realistic shapes the
situation can be more complex, but a mass offset can
still be used to adjust the resolution of two quadrupoles
operated in tandem. In Figure 5 the lowest resolution is
obtained with no mass shift between the quadrupoles.
With real peak shapes, and depending on the mass
calibration, the lowest resolution will not necessarily
result from a mass shift of zero. In Figure 5 the
transmission remains constant as the overlap between
peak changes. With real peak shapes the transmission
will generally drop as the overlap between the peaks is
decreased in order to increase the resolution.
In the example of Figure 5 the resolution was in-
creased by scanning Q2 at a lower mass than Q1.
However the resolution can also be increased by scan-
ning Q2 at a higher mass setting than Q1. Suppose Q2
is set to a mass considerably higher than Q1. If there is
a large offset, and for realistic peak shapes, there will be
little overlap between the peaks and the transmission of
the tandem analyzer will be small. As the offset of Q2 is
decreased, the overlap of Q1 and Q2 peaks will in-
crease, the transmission will increase and the peak will
broaden. When the Q1 and Q2 peaks have the maxi-
mum overlap the transmission will be a maximum and
the resolution the lowest. If the mass offset of Q2 is
further decreased, the overlap between Q1 and Q2 will
again decrease, the peak of the tandem analyzer will
narrow and the transmission will decrease. Thus by
changing the mass offset of Q2 through a range of
values, the transmission and resolution of the tandem
analyzer can be changed and a transmission–resolution
(T–R) curve can be generated. In fact the T–R curve will
have two branches, one nominally for positive mass
offsets and one nominally for negative mass offsets.
Examples are shown below.
The above example is for an idealized peak. Results
for real peak shapes of 59Co1 ions are presented here.
Figure 6a shows the peak shape for 59Co1 ions obtained
by operating Q1 at the upper tip of the third stability
region (Q2 set to m/e 5 59.2). The ion energy was 8 eV
and Q1 was operated at low resolution (peak FWHM
Figure 5. (a) Transmission of Q1 vs. control voltage V1, (b)
transmission of Q2 vs. control voltage V2, (c) transmission of Q2
vs. control voltage V1 when Q2 is scanned at a lower mass setting
than Q1, and (d) combined transmission of Q1 and Q2 vs. V1. The
peak shape is determined by the overlap between Q1 and Q2 and
a narrower peak is produced.
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;0.8 m/e, R1/2 ’ 74). For these reasons the peak tailing
apparent in Figure 4a is absent. Figure 6b shows the
peak shape obtained by operating Q2 at the lower tip of
the third stability region (Q1 set to m/e 5 58.9). The ion
energy was 8 eV and Q2 was operated at low resolution
(peak FWHM ;0.8 m/e, R1/2 ’ 74) and so again peak
tailing is absent. Figure 6c shows the peak shape
obtained by scanning Q1 and Q2 simultaneously, and
with Q2 with a mass offset of 21.3 m/e, that is Q2 set
higher in mass than Q1. The quadrupoles were close
coupled with a 2 mm separation, as described below.
The horizontal axis is labeled with the Q1 mass setting.
The mass setting for Q2 was that of Q1 plus 1.3. For
example the relative transmission of Q2 for a m/e of 58.7
in Figure 6c can be seen at m/e 60.0 in Figure 6b. It can
be seen that the peak of Figure 6c is considerably
narrower (FWHM ;0.1 m/e, R1/2 ’ 590) than the peak
of either Q1 or Q2 by itself. Figure 6d shows the peak
shape obtained by scanning Q1 and Q2 simultaneously
but with Q2 set 0.1 m/e lower than Q1 (offset 10.1 m/e).
The peak again is narrower than that of either Q1 or Q2
(FWHM ;0.33 m/e, R1/2 ’ 180) but broader than that of
Figure 6c.
Close Coupled Quadrupoles
The first tandem quadrupole experiments were done
with an aperture lens centered between the rod sets
which were separated by 14 mm. This eliminated the rf
coupling between the two quadrupoles because it
shielded the two rod sets from each other. Lens aper-
ture diameters of 11, 16, 22, and 30 mm were tested and
all were found to give similar sensitivity (the inscribed
circle within the rods has a diameter of 13.8 mm). The
lens was then removed and the quadrupoles aligned
with each other with a spacing of 6 mm between the
rods. This required using neutralizing capacitors as
described. This was found to improve the sensitivity by
a factor of about 10.
With no lens between the quadrupoles the sensitivity
was measured at different resolutions of the tandem
analyzer. The resolution was adjusted by changing the
mass offset between the quadrupoles. Q1 was operated
at the upper tip of the third stability region and Q2 at
the lower tip. The ion energy in the quadrupoles was 8
eV. The peak width in Q1 was ;1 m/e and in Q2 ;1 m/e.
The transmission–resolution curves were measured for
quadrupole spacings of 2.0, 3.0, 4.5, and 6.0 mm with
the results shown in Figure 7. For each spacing there are
two curves corresponding nominally to positive and
negative mass offsets as described. Figure 7 shows that,
Figure 6. (a) Q1 peak shape when operated at the upper tip of
the third stability region, (b) Q2 peak shape when operated at the
lower tip of the third stability region, (c) peak shape of the tandem
analyzer obtained when scanning Q1 and Q2 as in (a) and (b) but
with Q2 set 1.3 m/e higher than Q1, and (d) peak shape obtained
from the tandem analyzer with Q2 set 0.1 m/e lower than Q1. In all
cases the sample was a 1 mg mL21 solution of Co.
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for all resolutions, the sensitivity is improved more than
10 times by decreasing the spacing from 6.0 to 2.0 mm.
Thus the combination of removing the aperture lens
and operating the quadrupoles as close together as
possible increases the sensitivity by at least a factor of
100. Similar results were obtained with Q1 operated at
the lower tip of the third region and Q2 at the upper tip
(the opposite of the order used for Figure 7). Operating
the quadrupoles with the rf phase locked and with the
closest possible spacing gives the highest sensitivity,
much higher than having a lens between the quadru-
poles. We refer to this as “close coupled” quadrupoles.
The effect of an rf phase difference between the
quadrupoles was then investigated. As described a
common oscillator was connected to a phase shifter
with two outputs that were used to drive the Q1 and Q2
power supplies. In a first experiment Q1 was operated
at the upper tip of the third region, Q2 at the lower tip,
and a mass offset of 20.4 m/e was used to produce a
resolution for 59Co1 ions of R1/2 5 750. The measured
sensitivity for various phase shifts is shown in Figure
8a. Here a negative number means the rf of Q2 lags Q1.
In Figure 8a the sensitivity was normalized to that
measured without the phase shifter, i.e., with both
quadrupole supplies connected directly to the oscilla-
tor. With the phase shifter set for zero phase shift
between the outputs, there was a reduction of sensitiv-
ity, and a shift of ;26 deg was necessary to restore the
sensitivity. This is probably due to a small uncontrolled
phase shift in the connections to the quadrupole power
supplies. Figure 8a shows there is a narrow range of
phases near 214 deg where the sensitivity is a maxi-
mum and about 40% greater than the sensitivity with-
out a phase shift. Figure 8b shows similar data but here
the mass offset was set to 20.1 m/e to give a resolution
of 1500. Again there is a strong dependence of sensitiv-
ity on phase. The maximum sensitivity with the phase
shifter connected is ;1.6 times greater than that with-
out the phase shifter. As described below (Discussion),
phase locking and phase shifting maximize the overlap
between the emittance of Q1 and the acceptance of Q2
to give the highest transmission.
The optimum phase shift was then measured for
24Mg1, 59Co1, and 69Ga1. Q1 and Q2 were operated in
the order of upper tip, lower tip and with a mass shift
of 20.1 m/e to give R1/2 ’ 120 for
59Co1 and 69Ga1 and
R1/2 ’ 96 for
24Mg1. The ion energies were 8 eV. The
variation of sensitivity with phase shift was similar for
all three elements and the optimum phase shift was
found to be 214 deg for all three ions, i.e., independent
of mass. Thus the phase shift need not be adjusted as
the tandem analyzer scans, at least under these condi-
tions.
Transmission–Resolution Curves
As described by changing the mass offset between the
two quadrupoles a transmission–resolution (T–R)
Figure 7. Transmission vs. resolution for quadrupole spacings of
6.0, 4.5, 3.0, and 2.0 mm. Q1 was operated at the upper tip of the
third stability region and Q2 at the lower tip. The resolution was
changed by changing the mass offset between the quadrupoles.
The sample was a 1 mg mL21 solution of Co.
Figure 8. (a) Relative sensitivity for 59Co1 vs. phase shift be-
tween the quadrupoles. Q1 was operated at the upper tip of the
third stability region and Q2 was operated at the lower tip. The
mass offset between the quadrupoles was 20.4 m/e to give R1/2 5
750. (b) Relative sensitivity vs. phase shift between the quadru-
poles as in (a) but with a mass offset of 20.1 m/e to give R1/2 5
1500. A positive phase shift means Q2 leads Q1 and a negative
phase shift means Q2 lags Q1.
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curve can be generated. Figure 9 shows these curves for
operation of the quadrupoles in the third region in the
order of upper tip, lower tip and also in the order of
lower tip, upper tip. The peak widths in Q1 and Q2
were ;0.8 m/e and the ion energy was 8 eV. There are
two branches for each. For the case where the quadru-
poles were operated in the order of upper tip, lower tip,
the curve with higher transmission corresponds to mass
shifts from 10.6 m/e (highest R1/2) to 20.4 m/e, and the
curve with lower transmission corresponds to mass
shifts from 20.5 m/e (lowest R1/2) to 21.4 m/e. For the
case where the quadrupoles were operated in the order
of lower tip, upper tip, the curve with higher transmis-
sion at high resolution corresponds to mass shifts of
20.5 m/e (highest R1/2) to 10.4 m/e and the other curve
to mass shifts of 0.5 m/e (lowest R1/2) to 1.2 m/e. Even
though each quadrupole was operated at R1/2 ’ 60 the
tandem analyzer produced resolutions up to 1000 or
more. Comparing these curves to the T–R behavior of a
single quadrupole operated in the same region is of
interest. Figure 10a compares the sensitivity for the
tandem analyzer operated with Q1 at the upper tip and
Q2 at the lower tip with the T–R curves for Q1 operated
alone at the upper and lower tips. In this latter case the
ion energy was 3 eV. To record the data for Q1 alone,
Q2 was removed and the detector placed directly at the
exit of Q1. It is seen that, depending on the branch of the
transmission–resolution curve, the tandem analyzer can
give transmission comparable to or slightly higher than
that of a single quadrupole operated at the upper tip for
R1/2 up to about 800.
Figure 10b compares the T–R curves for the tandem
analyzer with those for a single quadrupole. Here the
tandem analyzer was operated with Q1 at the lower tip
and Q2 at the upper tip of the third region and the peak
width in Q1 and Q2 was ;0.8 m/e. The ion energy in the
tandem analyzer was 8 eV. The tandem analyzer has
transmission slightly less than that of a single analyzer
operated at the upper tip up to a resolution of ;800.
Figure 10a, b shows that the tandem analyzer has much
better transmission than a single analyzer operated
alone at the lower tip. When Q1 is operated at the lower
tip, it shows a dramatic drop in transmission with
increasing resolution. This is not seen in the T–R curve
for the tandem analyzer. The reason is that in the
tandem analyzer Q1 always operates at low resolution,
where the transmission is high. The transmission of the
tandem analyzer is comparable to that of a single
analyzer because it behaves like a single analyzer of
twice the length, as described below (Discussion).
Other Stability Regions
The tandem analyzer is not limited to operation in the
third stability region. Here we describe results with
operation of the quadrupoles in the first and second
regions.
Figure 11a shows the peak shape for 59Co1 ions with
Q1 scanned conventionally in the first stability region
Figure 9. Ion count rate for 59Co1 ions from a 1 mg mL21 Co
solution vs. resolution of the tandem analyzer. The resolution was
changed by adjusting the mass offset between the quadrupoles.
Data are shown for operating Q1 and Q2 in the third stability
region in the order of upper tip, lower tip and lower tip, upper tip.
Figure 10. (a) Ion count rate for 59Co1 ions from a 1 mg mL21
solution of Co for the tandem analyzer operated with Q1 and Q2
at the upper and lower tips of the third stability region compared
to a single quadrupole operated at the upper tip and lower tip of
the third stability region (b) data similar to (a) but with the tandem
analyzer operated with Q1 and Q2 at the lower tip and upper tip,
respectively.
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(Q2 rf only), and Figure 11b shows the peak shape
obtained with Q2 scanned conventionally in the first
stability region (Q1 rf only). The ion energy was ;3 eV.
The peak width in Q1 is ;1.2 m/e (R1/2 ’ 50) and in Q2
;1.0 m/e (R1/2 ’ 59). Figure 11c shows the peak shape
obtained in the tandem analyzer with Q2 set 1.3 m/e
higher than Q1. The horizontal axis is labeled with the
Q1 setting. The peak width is ;0.11 m/e (R1/2 5 536).
Figure 11d shows the peak shape obtained with Q2 set
0.7 m/e higher than Q1. The peak width is ;0.65 m/e
(R1/2 5 91). Again by introducing a mass shift the
resolution of the tandem analyzer can be changed and
the resolution can be substantially higher than that of
either quadrupole by itself.
Figure 12 compares the T–R curve of the tandem
analyzer with that of Q1 operated alone in the first
region (i.e., with Q2 removed). The ion energy was 3 eV
in each case. Both give similar curves, but the transmis-
sion of the tandem analyzer drops somewhat less with
increasing resolution than the single analyzer. Al-
though Q1 and Q2 operate at low resolution the tandem
analyzer can produce a resolution up to ;600. Again
there are two curves for the tandem analyzer. The
upper curve corresponds to mass shifts of 21.3 m/e
(highest R1/2) to 20.2 m/e and the lower curve to mass
shifts of 20.1 m/e (lowest R1/2) to 0.9 m/e.
These data illustrate another point. The T–R curves
of the tandem analyzer will depend on the detailed
peak shapes of the individual quadrupoles. In this case
the tandem analyzer produces higher transmission at
higher resolution. With operation in the third region
however, a single quadrupole produces somewhat
higher transmission at the highest resolution (Figure
10a).
The phase of the two quadrupoles was also found to
be important for operation in the first region. Figure 13
shows the transmission vs. the phase shift between the
quadrupoles. There is a maximum at a phase shift near
28 deg. In comparison to operation in the third region,
there is a broader range of phases for which ions are
transmitted, although the phase still has a dramatic
effect on ion transmission.
The two quadrupoles can also be operated in the
second stability region (a, q) ’ (0.03, 7.55). Prelimi-
nary T–R curves for 59Co1 ions (43 eV) were obtained.
Each quadrupole was operated with no dc between the
rods (a 5 0) so the resolution of each was ;150.
Introducing mass shifts between 20.6 and 10.3 m/e
produced resolutions from 200 to 3700. Again there are
two branches to the T–R curve. The phase of the
Figure 11. (a) Peak shape for 59Co1 with Q1 operated in the first
stability region, (b) peak shape with Q2 operated in the first
stability region, (c) peak shape for the tandem analyzer with Q1
and Q2 operated in the first stability region and with Q2 set 1.3 m/e
higher than Q1 to give R1/2 5 536, and (d) peak shape of the
tandem analyzer with Q1 and Q2 operated in the first stability
region with Q2 set 0.7 m/e higher than Q1 to give R1/2 5 91. The
sample was a 10 ng mL21 solution of Co.
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quadrupoles was found to be critical (data not shown) a
phase shift of 23 deg was found to produce the highest
sensitivity.
Peak Shapes
The detailed T–R curves that will be obtained will
depend on the peak shape in each of Q1 and Q2. This is
influenced by many factors such as ion energy, rod
quality, ion collection effects, and the resolution that is
used in Q1 and Q2. Here we show that even when very
poor peak shape is obtained in the individual quadru-
poles, the tandem analyzer can be adjusted to give good
peak shape.
Figure 14a shows the peak shape obtained with Q1
operated in the third region at the upper tip (Q2 set to
m/e 5 59.6). The ion energy was 21 eV. The peak width
at half height is ;0.3 m/e (R1/2 ’ 200). There is consid-
erable peak structure. Similar, although less severe,
structure can be seen in Figure 4a–d. It is likely that this
derives from ion collection effects. Ions oscillate in the x
and y directions transverse to the quadrupole axis with
a wavelike motion. Ions enter the quadrupole through a
narrow aperture on the quadrupole axis. If they have an
even number of half wavelengths of motion within the
quadrupole they reach the exit on axis and leave the
quadrupole with high transmission. If, however, they
have a maximum amplitude of their oscillation at the
quadrupole exit which places them near the rods, they
experience strongly defocusing fringing fields and there
is a dip in the transmission. As the quadrupole scans
over the peak, the ions have different fundamental
frequencies of motion and they are alternately focused
and defocused at the exit. (This is discussed in detail for
the second stability region in [8]). In Figure 14a, the
peak structure is much more pronounced than in other
peaks for the third region shown in Figure 6a, b because
the ion energy was higher. At low ion energy, the
spread in energy from the source (;3 eV) washes out
the structure and it is not apparent. Figure 14b shows
the peak shape obtained with Q2 operated at the lower
tip of the third region (59Co1, 51 eV ion energy, Q1 set
to m/e 5 59.6). Here R1/2 ’ 170. Again there is poor
peak shape. If however the Q1 and Q2 peaks are
overlapped with Q2 scanned 0.6 m/e higher than Q1, the
peak shape of Figure 14c is produced (peak width ;0.06
m/e. R1/2 ’ 980). This peak is much smoother and of
higher quality than that of either Q1 or Q2. It shows
higher resolution and about 7 times lower sensitivity.
This loss in sensitivity is roughly the same as that of a
single quadrupole operated alone at the upper tip for
the same increase in resolution (Figure 10a). Thus at
least in some cases, the tandem analyzer can be used to
overcome peak structure problems of Q1 and Q2.
However with different mass offsets which give lower
resolution, the tandem analyzer can still have peak
shape problems. Figure 14d shows the peak shape
obtained when the mass shift was set to 0 m/e. Here the
resolution and sensitivity are comparable to that of Q1
or Q2 operated alone. However the tandem analyzer
also shows split peaks because it is set to transmit
portions of the Q1 and Q2 peaks that have significant
structure. When a single quadrupole is operated alone
at the upper tip at a resolution of 800 or more, the ion
collection effects of Figure 14a, b are not seen, and a
smooth peak is produced. Thus the tandem analyzer
may not be advantageous to overcome peak structure
caused by ion collection effects. However if peak struc-
ture is caused by other problems such as field imper-
fections, these data show that the tandem analyzer can
be used at least under some conditions to eliminate
structure on the peaks of the individual quadrupoles.
Figure 12. Sensitivity vs. resolution for 59Co1 ions from a 1 mg
mL21 solution of Co. The tandem analyzer was operated with
both quadrupoles in the first stability region. Also shown is the
sensitivity vs. resolution for a single quadrupole operated in the
first stability region.
Figure 13. Relative sensitivity vs. phase shift between the rf of
Q1 and Q2 with both quadrupoles operated in the first stability
region.
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Ion Scattering
Because each quadrupole is operated at low resolution
where the acceptance is higher (see Discussion), it was
anticipated that ion scattering losses might be less for
the tandem analyzer than for a conventional quadru-
pole operated at the same resolution. Thus scattering
loss cross sections were measured for the tandem
analyzer. If ions are scattered by background gas in a
mass analyzer, the intensity of transmitted ions, I, is
expected to be related to the intensity without scattering
I0 approximately by
I
I0
5 exp~2nsl ! (1)
where n is the gas number density, s the scattering loss
cross section, and l the length of the quadrupole.
Nitrogen was added to the quadrupole chamber and
the scattering loss cross sections for the tandem ana-
lyzer were measured and compared to those measured
for conventional operation of a single quadrupole at the
same resolution. (59Co1, 3 eV ion energy in each case).
Figure 15 shows the variation of transmitted ion
intensity vs. background gas pressure for a single
quadrupole operated at unit resolution in the first
stability region and for the tandem analyzer. The tan-
dem analyzer was operated with peak widths of ;10
m/e in Q1 and Q2 and with a mass offset of ;9 m/e to
Figure 14. (a) Peak shape of 59Co1 with Q1 operated at the upper
tip of the third stability region, (b) peak shape with Q2 operated
at the lower tip of the third stability region, (c) peak shape of the
tandem analyzer with Q2 scanned 0.6 m/e higher than Q1, and (d)
peak shape of the tandem analyzer with a mass offset of 0 m/e.
Figure 15. Relative transmission of 59Co1 vs. pressure of added
N2 for the tandem analyzer with both quadrupoles operated in the
first stability region and for a single quadrupole operated in the
first stability region. The lines are least square fits to the data.
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give overall unit resolution. Both the single quadrupole
and tandem analyzer show similar decreases in ion
intensity for pressures up to 1 3 1023 torr. However the
tandem analyzer has two quadrupoles and is twice as
long as a single quadrupole. If the data of Figure 15 are
fit to eq 1, the scattering loss cross section for the
tandem analyzer is 15.5 Å2 and for the single quadru-
pole 42.1 Å2. The scattering loss cross section of the
tandem analyzer is less than half that of a single
quadrupole operated at the same resolution. The tan-
dem analyzer here had two 20 cm long quadrupoles. If
a tandem analyzer were constructed with two 10 cm
quadrupoles, it could be operated at twice the pressure
as a single quadrupole of the same total length and still
maintain a given level of ion transmission.
Discussion
Improved Peak Shapes and Elimination of Tailing
The results of Figures 4, 6, and 11 show that the tandem
analyzer can be used to produce a peak narrower than
that of either quadrupole operated alone. With the third
stability region and when the ion energy is ;100 eV, the
peak tails on the high mass side with operation at the
upper tip and on the low mass side with operation at
the lower tip. The tandem analyzer is particularly
advantageous here because it eliminates the tail on both
sides. A single quadrupole operated in the third region
with 100 eV ions cannot produce a peak with a sharp
cutoff on both sides such as that shown in Figure 4e, f.
Thus the tandem analyzer may find applications with
ion sources that produce a high ion energy spread (such
as SIMS sources) or where it is desirable to mass
analyze higher energy ions to reduce space charge
effects [2].
The results of Figure 14 show that even when each
analyzer has a badly split peak, the tandem analyzer
can be adjusted to provide a good peak shape. A higher
resolution peak is produced, but with lower transmis-
sion. This is done by setting Q1 to transmit the portion
of the peak on the low mass side that is free of structure
and Q2 to transmit the portion on the high mass side
that is free of structure (or vice versa). However when
Q1 and Q2 have poor peak shapes, there is less freedom
to set the mass offset to any value to adjust the
resolution. If the offset is adjusted so that portions of the
Q1 and Q2 peaks with splitting are transmitted, the
tandem analyzer will also have a peak with structure
(unless there is a fortuitous matching of a dip on Q1
with a peak in Q2). Thus the ability of the tandem
analyzer to produce good peak shape when Q1 and Q2
have poor peak shape, will depend on the details of the
peak shapes in Q1 and Q2. What is required is a low
mass side in one quadrupole free of structure and a
high mass side in the other quadrupole that is free of
structure.
Close Coupled Quadrupoles
Removing the intervening lens and running the quad-
rupoles as close together as possible improved the ion
transmission by more than a factor of 100. This is
probably because the ions remain within the stability
diagram as they pass from Q1 to Q2. With a lens
between the quadrupoles, the quadrupole fields are
forced to nearly zero at the lens, and ions leave Q1 then
enter Q2 through strongly defocusing fringing fields.
With the quadrupoles placed close together there is a
minimal perturbation to the quadrupole fields as the
ions pass from Q1 to Q2 and the ions remain within the
stability diagram. Detailed field calculations will be
required to confirm this.
The use of phase locked quadrupoles was proposed
in 1982 for operation of a triple quadrupole mass
spectrometer [9] and has been implemented on a com-
mercial system [10]. It has also been proposed for
operation of two quadrupoles with the first operated in
the third stability region and the second operated in the
second stability region [11]. The transmission of two
quadrupoles operated in tandem is expected to be
strongly phase dependent. Ions in the first quadrupole
have positions and momenta for the x and y directions
which lie within an acceptance ellipse. This ellipse
rotates at the rf frequency and becomes the source
emittance for the second quadrupole. If the quadru-
poles are phase locked, the overlap between the emit-
tance and acceptance is constant. If the quadrupoles are
operated in the same stability region and with exactly
the same Mathieu parameters, a and q, and with no
fringing fields between the quadrupoles, the ellipses
will overlap when there is zero phase shift between the
quadrupoles. In this case the two quadrupoles act like a
single quadrupole of twice the length. If, however, the
quadrupoles operate with different a, q parameters, or
if the ions need to pass through a fringing field between
the quadrupoles, the acceptance ellipse of Q2 will have
a different orientation than the emittance of Q1 and
transmission will be decreased. Introducing a phase
shift to Q2 changes the orientation of the acceptance to
give the maximum overlap with the Q1 emittance
ellipse. Thus the optimum transmission is expected
when the quadrupoles are phase locked with a fixed
phase shift different than zero. This is evident in Fig-
ures 8 and 13. There is a narrow range of phase shifts for
which the transmission is optimum. If the quadrupoles
are not phase locked or are operated at different fre-
quencies, the transmission will be that of Figure 8 or 13
averaged over all phases. This is much less than that of
the peak transmission (for example ;7% of the peak
transmission for Figure 8a). If the quadrupoles are
operated in different stability regions it still seems likely
that phase locking with an adjustable shift will provide
the maximum transmission because again this maxi-
mizes the overlap of the emittance of Q1 with the
acceptance of Q2. This has been argued for the case
where Q1 is operated in the third stability region and
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Q2 in the second stability region [11]. To our knowledge
the data of Figures 8 and 13 are the first observation of
such a strong dependence of ion transmission on rf
phase in a tandem quadrupole system. It has not been
reported for fragment ions in phase locked triple quad-
rupole MS/MS systems, presumably because collisions
in the rf only quadrupole collision cell scatter ions into
a broad range of positions and momenta and the
information on their initial phase is lost.
The results of Figure 8 show a narrower range of
optimum phases when the tandem analyzer is operated
at higher resolution. This is because at higher resolution
either there is a greater mass shift between the quadru-
poles or the individual quadrupoles are operated at
high resolution. When there is a greater mass shift
between the quadrupoles, ions are transmitted through
the tandem analyzer near the edges of the peak in each
quadrupole. Here the ions are close to the stability
boundary where the acceptance ellipses are narrow.
Thus a narrower range of phases can provide maximum
overlap. Similarly if Q1 and Q2 operate at high resolu-
tion, the acceptance ellipses of each will be narrower
and again a more limited range of phase shifts will
maximize the ellipse overlap. The results of Figure 13
show that when the quadrupoles are operated in the
first region there is a broader range of phases that gives
good transmission in comparison to operation in the
third region (Figure 8). This broader range may be a
result of a greater acceptance in the first region com-
pared to the third region [2, 12, 13]. It was also found
that introducing a phase shift between the quadrupoles
did not change the peak shape or resolution of the
tandem analyzer, only the transmission.
T–R Curves
Comparison of T–R curves for the tandem analyzer and
a single quadrupole operated in the same stability
region shows that the tandem analyzer can have com-
parable transmission. At first this seems surprising
because ions must pass through two analyzing quadru-
poles. However, by close coupling the quadrupoles and
phase shifting for optimum transmission, it seems likely
that ions never leave the quadrupole field and the
transmission is more like that of a single quadrupole.
Although each quadrupole operates at low resolution
where the acceptance is higher than that of a single
quadrupole operated at higher resolution, when the
ions pass through the tandem analyzer they are near the
peak edges where the acceptance is reduced. These two
effects evidently offset each other and the transmission
remains similar to that of a single quadrupole operated
at the same resolution. This is the case for the tandem
analyzer operated in the third region in the order of
upper tip, lower tip (Figure 10a) or lower tip, upper tip
(Figure 10b) and for operation of both in the first
stability region (Figure 12). The slightly higher trans-
mission of the tandem analyzer suggests that the accep-
tance may be somewhat higher than that of a single
quadrupole set for the same resolution. This hypothesis
is supported by the scattering cross section data. A
quadrupole with a greater acceptance will be able to
tolerate a greater range of scattering angles of an ion
while keeping the ion within the acceptance. This will
give a smaller scattering loss cross section, as seen in the
data for the tandem analyzer (Figure 15).
Interestingly, with operation of the quadrupoles in
the third region, the tandem analyzer has a much
greater transmission than a single quadrupole operated
at the lower tip, except at the lowest resolutions (Figure
10b). This is because of the sharp drop in transmission
of a single quadrupole operated at the lower tip with
increasing resolution. The sharp drop in sensitivity is a
peculiarity of the ion optics used here and has been
attributed to the “hollow” beam produced by the stop
in the ion optics [2]. However, with the tandem ana-
lyzer the first quadrupole always operates at low reso-
lution where the transmission remains high.
The ability to produce high quality peak shapes with
good resolution under conditions where the individual
quadrupoles have poor peak shapes and are operated at
low resolution suggests that the tandem analyzer might
be used to produce a very low cost rod set. Each of Q1
and Q2 could be produced with low mechanical preci-
sion and hence low cost. Each could be constructed to
be half the length of a conventional analyzer (say 10 cm
each). They could then be combined and operated as a
tandem analyzer with improved resolution and peak
shape. This concept is currently being tested in our
laboratory.
The experiments here were all done with separate
quadrupole power supplies for the two quadrupoles.
This gives the most flexibility for testing the tandem
analyzer. However in all cases one quadrupole of the
tandem analyzer operates with slightly lower rf and dc
voltages than the other. These lower voltages for one
quadrupole could be produced by a resistor–capacitor
voltage divider across the output of a single quadrupole
supply which is used to drive directly the other quad-
rupole. This has been described for two quadrupoles
operated in the order of third region, second region [11].
Finally, for the results presented here, Q1 and Q2
were operated in the same stability region and at low
resolution. There are many other modes of operation.
The quadrupoles can be operated in different stability
regions, at different resolutions and with different ion
energies. These options remain to be explored.
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